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ORLANDO, Fla. – Getting your clubs around the course wasn't a forgotten part of the game
at the 2014 PGA Merchandise Show. Here are some products from the floor of the Orange
County Convention Center:
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Bag Boy C3 Push Cart

!
Bag Boy
Bag Boy C3 golf cart

In three steps, the C3 folds down to dimensions of 21.5 x 13 x 18 inches. It has a handlemounted parking brake and its support arms accommodate stand and cart bags. The C3

has a one-step handle adjustment and is outfitted with an umbrella holder, mesh storage
bag and smartphone holder. It weighs 15 pounds and includes a one-year warranty; MSRP
is $219.95.
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Sun Mountain Combo Cart

!
Sun Mountain
Sun Mountain Combo golf cart

This is another integrated cart-bag combination for spring 2014. The bag has full-length club
dividers and eight pockets, all tucked into a lightweight aluminum frame. The solid foam
tires and synthetic wheels are outfitted with a foot-operated brake. The Combo stores flat in
the car trunk or vertically in the garage; MSRP is $469.
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Alphard Duo LT

!
Alphard
Alphard Duo LT golf cart

This is an all-in-one cart and golf bag that is easy to set up and break down. The hydraulicassisted frame quickly locks the bag in place. The handle can be adjusted to the preferred
length and height, and there is a brake on the handle. The bag has 14 full-length dividers to
minimize club rattling; MSRP is $299.95.
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Clicgear Model 8

Clicgear
Clicgear Model 8 golf cart

This four-wheel model has maintenance-free airless tires and dual front brakes. The frame
folds easily to the size of 15 x 27 x 17 inches. It is outfitted with a hand brake and an
oversized console with magnetic closure; MSRP is $299.99.

